Directions to the USF Audiology and Speech-Language Clinics

(PCD) Psychology, Communication Sciences & Disorders Building
3711 USF Citrus Drive (at USF Laurel Dr)
Tampa, FL 33612

GPS Coordinates:
28°03'49.9"N 82°25'08.2"W
28.063859, -82.418947

This is a view of the traffic circle directly outside of the entrance to the audiology clinic, which is in the center of the photo.

Using GPS to find your way to the Clinic? (WARNING)

Most GPS systems DO NOT recognize our physical address. To use a GPS navigation system, enter the address for the Moffitt Cancer Center: **12902 USF Magnolia Dr, Tampa, FL 33612**

Once you get to the traffic light at the main entrance to Moffitt, turn away from Moffitt onto **USF Citrus Drive**. Take the first right into the parking lot and park in reserved spaces labeled "Reserved PSY/CSD". If your navigation system handles GPS coordinates, you can use the ones listed above.

Parking Information

**FOR PATIENTS, CLIENTS, AND RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS:**
- Assigned parking spaces are close to the PCD building marked in green and designated "Reserved PSY/CSD"
- Enter the CSD side of the PCD building (Closest to Moffitt Cancer Center)
- Enter through the double glass doors
- Check in with the receptionist just inside the double doors on the left

**FOR BICYCLISTS:**
- The nearest U-racks are located on the south side of the music building, and are visible from the traffic circle pictured above. There are additional U-racks on the east end of the psychology side of the PCD building.
Directions to the USF Audiology and Speech-Language Clinics

From I-275 Downtown Tampa or Airport Area

- Exit I-275 at Fletcher Avenue (exit 52)
- Drive east on Fletcher Avenue, past Bruce B. Downs Blvd. to Magnolia Drive
- Turn right on Magnolia Drive and drive south
- Turn left at 2nd traffic light onto Citrus Drive - opposite Moffitt Cancer Center
- Turn right at the traffic circle onto Laurel Drive
- Turn left into first parking lot, parking spaces are close to the PCD building marked in green and designated "Reserved PSY/CSD"

From I-75 (from Areas North, South, or East of Tampa)

- Take Fletcher Avenue (exit 266) and drive west to Magnolia Drive
- Turn left on Magnolia Drive (at light) and drive south
- Turn left at 2nd traffic light, Citrus Drive - opposite Moffitt Cancer Center
- Turn right at the traffic circle onto Laurel Drive
- Turn left into first parking lot, assigned parking spaces are close to the PCD building marked in green and designated "Reserved PSY/CSD"

Fowler Avenue Entrance to Parking

- Turn onto Leroy Collins Blvd. into USF campus main entrance
- Turn left at 1st stop light onto Alumni Drive
- Turn right onto Magnolia Drive
- Turn right onto Laurel Drive (just after 1st stop light and pond on right)
- Enter the large parking area on the right
- Assigned parking spaces are close to the PCD building marked in green and designated "Reserved PSY/CSD"

LOST?
Call USF Visitor Services!
813-974-2011